From Tokyo
Take the Tokaido Shinkansen and get off at Toyohashi, change to the Meitetsu Line and get off at Higashi Okazaki Station (approximately 20 minutes from Toyohashi).

From Osaka
Take the Tokaido Shinkansen and get off at Nagoya, change to the Meitetsu Line and get off at Higashi Okazaki Station (approximately 30 minutes from Nagoya).

From Central Japan International Airport
Take the Meitetsu Line for Nagoya and change at Jingu-mae Station to a Toyohashi-bound train and get off at Higashi Okazaki Station (approximately 70 minutes from the airport).

From Higashi Okazaki Station to Each Area
Take the South Exit of the station and walk approximately 7 minutes to Myodaiji-area, 20 minutes to Yamate-area.

By Car
Take the Tomei Expressway to the Okazaki Exit. Turn left at the City Hall S. signal (approximately 10 minutes from the exit).

Myodaiji-area
38 Nishigonaka, Myodaiji, Okazaki, Aichi 444-8585 Japan

Yamate-area
5-1 Higashiyama, Myodaiji, Okazaki, Aichi 444-8787 Japan